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Attendance Planner is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to help you monitor your
employees’ schedule. Intuitive interface You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup where most of
the operations can be carried out with minimal effort. Compared to other similar scheduling utilities
that sport a crowded interface, Attendance Planner provides some basic and useful data management
options for helping you keep an eye on your employees’ schedule. You can check the list with your

employees’ names, view the built-in calendar, as well as assign reasons for presence/absence by simply
clicking on the corresponding square and selecting one of reasons. Basically, it proves to be extremely

easy to keep an attendance list, as you can visually control and monitor the entire process. Main
functions Attendance Planner offers support for a preset list with names, and you can edit it by

providing details about the employees’ names, vacation entitlements, leave, and temporary period of
employment. Additionally, you are allowed to group the entries into different categorizes, so you can
quickly find a name in the list (e.g. Management, Administration, Storage, Production). There also

several predefined reasons for presence/absence that you can choose from, such as vacation, overtime,
business trip, sick leave, or others. Plus, you can add your own reasons and pick a color for each field.

Other notable characteristics worth being mentioned are represented by the possibility to insert
comments, specify the weekends and non-business days, pick the country for calculating the holidays,
check an annual and vacation overview, which can be printed, as well as analyze an overall report for a
certain period of time. Last but not least, you may export data to a file for uploading it in your future

projects, print the generated attendance list, and use hokeys for a better control over the entire
process. Bottom line All in all, Attendance Planner proves to be a handy piece of software worth

having when you need to create attendance lists and keep track of any types of vacations and leaves of
your employees. The easy-to-configure functions make it an ideal tool for rookies and professionals
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alike. Review Attendance Planner Social Related Software As with most of the other office tools,
ePicsOffice Free is a powerful piece of software that is a perfect companion when you want to

perform some really advanced photo editing operations. While it is a part of the ePicsOffice suite

Attendance Planner Serial Key Free

The Attendance Planner Crack Free Download is a simple and easy-to-use employee attendance
planner. Attendance Planner allows you to easily maintain all your employees records, from the

attendance list to any other info you need to monitor such as holidays and vacations. It's a great tool
for companies to keep their records up-to-date, as well as for people who need a user-friendly and

easy way to manage their entire schedule. Features Include: - Accurate attendance tracking - Manage
Vacation, Holiday, Sick-leave, Business Trip, Overtime, and any other leave. - Integrated with your
DataBase or you can Export the attendance list to your DataBase! - Provide Calender integration for
your Department or Project to meet any deadlines. - Provide Administrative Rights to let you have

control over your employees schedule! - Support any languages! - Select any holidays for each
employee by Country. - Multiple independent calendars (same or Different) - Multiple Employees (to
manage multiple locations) - Holiday & Vacation Import/Export - Export Attendance List to CSV -

Calendar Import/Export Attendance Planner is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to
help you monitor your employees’ schedule. Intuitive interface You are welcomed by a clean feature

lineup where most of the operations can be carried out with minimal effort. Compared to other similar
scheduling utilities that sport a crowded interface, Attendance Planner provides some basic and useful

data management options for helping you keep an eye on your employees’ schedule. You can check
the list with your employees’ names, view the built-in calendar, as well as assign reasons for

presence/absence by simply clicking on the corresponding square and selecting one of reasons.
Basically, it proves to be extremely easy to keep an attendance list, as you can visually control and
monitor the entire process. Main functions Attendance Planner offers support for a preset list with
names, and you can edit it by providing details about the employees’ names, vacation entitlements,
leave, and temporary period of employment. Additionally, you are allowed to group the entries into
different categorizes, so you can quickly find a name in the list (e.g. Management, Administration,

Storage, Production). There also several predefined reasons for presence/absence that you can choose
from, such as vacation, overtime, business trip, sick leave, or others. Plus, you can add your
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Your employees need your support during the holidays, but you are not sure how to make it happen.
Attendance Planner is the answer to your problems. With this tool, you can easily set up employees'
holidays, have your employees decide which holidays they want to take, and even let them back out of
their holiday if they have to. Now, all you have to do is encourage them to start their new jobs.
Moreover, this application also helps you with managing employees' leaves of absence. Moreover, by
using this application, you can easily track the vacations of your employees and tell you when their
holidays are coming. With Attendance Planner, you can control your employees and see exactly what
they do. Also, using this tool, you will be able to keep track of the jobs they do and when they are
finished. This tool allows you to schedule a day off for your employees and as well as plan for their
holidays. Main Features: - Schedule holidays by providing the days of the week when your employees
can take their holidays. - Set the length of the leave to decide when your employee can return to work.
- Restrict the leave to certain country to let your employee take their holiday. - If you want, your
employees can choose their holidays on their own. - The application also allows you to set the days you
want to work. - Keep a track of your employee's hours. - With Attendance Planner you can easily take
the attendance of your employees. - By using Attendance Planner you can make your employees
happy. - The application also allows you to make the attendance report for the current week, the
current month, or the current year. - Attendance Planner supports new users. - You are allowed to
keep a record of the reasons for your employee's absence. - You can track the arrival and departure of
your employee. - Attendance Planner is a very easy and clean software application. - You are allowed
to set all of your employees' holidays. - You can add notes to holidays. - If you want you can take the
attendance report by day, week or month. - You can export the report to Excel sheet. - The application
also allows you to set the number of holidays, number of days worked per week, as well as holidays
for non-workdays and weekends. System Requirements: - Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 - With high
speed internet connection

What's New In?

Attendance Planner is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to help you monitor your
employees’ schedule. Intuitive interface You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup where most of
the operations can be carried out with minimal effort. Compared to other similar scheduling utilities
that sport a crowded interface, Attendance Planner provides some basic and useful data management
options for helping you keep an eye on your employees’ schedule. You can check the list with your
employees’ names, view the built-in calendar, as well as assign reasons for presence/absence by simply
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clicking on the corresponding square and selecting one of reasons. Basically, it proves to be extremely
easy to keep an attendance list, as you can visually control and monitor the entire process. Main
functions Attendance Planner offers support for a preset list with names, and you can edit it by
providing details about the employees’ names, vacation entitlements, leave, and temporary period of
employment. Additionally, you are allowed to group the entries into different categorizes, so you can
quickly find a name in the list (e.g. Management, Administration, Storage, Production). There also
several predefined reasons for presence/absence that you can choose from, such as vacation, overtime,
business trip, sick leave, or others. Plus, you can add your own reasons and pick a color for each field.
Other notable characteristics worth being mentioned are represented by the possibility to insert
comments, specify the weekends and non-business days, pick the country for calculating the holidays,
check an annual and vacation overview, which can be printed, as well as analyze an overall report for a
certain period of time. Last but not least, you may export data to a file for uploading it in your future
projects, print the generated attendance list, and use hokeys for a better control over the entire
process. Bottom line All in all, Attendance Planner proves to be a handy piece of software worth
having when you need to create attendance lists and keep track of any types of vacations and leaves of
your employees. The easy-to-configure functions make it an ideal tool for rookies and professionals
alike. When you imagine a professional tool to sort your genes, you might imagine something similar
to the popular CMSs like WordPress, Joomla etc. These kinds of CMSs would let you organize your
website in a pretty good way. You can organize your files as per your needs, categories and menus.
The CMS
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 260 or ATI Radeon HD 4850 with 512MB Hard Drive: 15GB
available space DirectX: 9.0 Note: For ATI HD 4850 users, you can use OpenCL instead of DX9.
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad 2.8GHz or
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